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Molokai High School Class of 2010 Graduation Ceremony
Sets Them Free to Navigate Through Their Future Successes

Molokai High School Class 2010 stands proud and ready to move forward, and deep in leis the Valedictorian Jesse Lite
spoke of his educational experience at MHS and declared that he has chosen to stay on Molokai to become a minister.
The annual Senior Luau is scheduled for Saturday, May 29, 2010 at 6:00 pm in the gym. Senior parents: Please call
Melody Alcon at 553-3443 to reserve your tickets ASAP. Cost is $25 per ticket.
As adults now, these MHS graduates must face some very ugly realities: The unConstitutional War on Medical
Marijuana that Obama promised to stop continues business as usual as the federal and local police prohibition-related violence continues to wrack the country with more SWAT raids at wrong locations that leave a 7-year old girl dead by police
gunfire and a grandmother hospitalized with a heart attack, and more family dogs murdered by police. I doubt Barack
Obama thinks of himself as a criminal, though he should. He has admitted to using illegal drugs during his high school and
college years -- lots, in fact. Maybe if Obama thought of himself as a criminal he wouldn't have just endorsed spending even
more money on prisons at a time when scarce resources would be much better spent on education. How you can reel in the
MPD’s paramilitarized attacks on United States Citizens whose lives, liberties, freedoms and property are protected by the
Constitution for the United States of America, the Law of the Land? Read it! Enforce the Bill of Rights, or be slaves! Also,
the future of our youth looks to be more like subjugation as EVERY civil official, starting with usurper Obama et al and
Congress and Judiciary, has begun or is now willing to recall the power of the CROWN and think themselves GOD! How
do elite political entities BANKRUPT a Nation, and subjugate the Sovereign People? SPENDING into debt beyond sustainable limits, a debt that becomes the unbearable burden of the next generation of adults, i.e., the Class of 2010, without
jobs, and without freedoms, without access to the rights granted by God and our Constitution for the United States of
America that are being obfuscated and DENIED to you by corrupted Judges, special interest politicians, and fascist police.
The editors and staff at www.MolokaiAdvertiserNews.com [aka The MANonline] wish every success in regaining the
moral, economic, and political power that belong to Sovereign United States Citizens to enjoy the freedom and liberties guaranteed by our Constitution and protected by the government in republican form to be free from Tyrants and Devils: read;
Enforce the Bill of Rights and Bind Down the “government” with the chains of the Constitutional Enumerations !

Breaking News 5-26: Plan Commissioners Noticed re: Dunbar Title Dispute
WHO OWNS MOLOKAI ?
Preliminary report from the Molokai Planning Commission meeting re: agenda #2 Dunbar submits after the fact Special Management Area Assessment application to remodel an existing 2,100 square foot house at TMK: 5-7-004: 007, Kainalu (Valuation: $180,000) indicates that the Commissioners may take action on
this request to NOT concur with the recommendation for SMA exemption after testimony presented by Paul Kauka Naki-Cullen [aka Kauka] sui juris who purports
to lawful ownership of lands controlled by Dunbar, and that Dunbar’s title claims are merely “Broken Titles” and invalid “QuitClaims” that are trumped by NakiCullen’s Royal Patents. An official tax map from 1926 presented by Kauka shows the name of his Kupuna Paul Naki on the lands of the ahupuaa which may also
dispel Kip Dunbar’s claim to be the Konohiki of the Ahupuaa. The Commissioners also noticed that Dunbar’s renovation project is well underway without permits
and that this is an after the fact non-emergency application for SMA exemption. [Dunbar received $2.3 million from Taxpayers for a Conservation easement]
IN RELATED LAND DISPUTE: Paul Kauka Naki-Cullen [Kauka] is a Defendant sui juris in Civ 05-1-0148[1], Stanley & Joanne Griep vs Carl Kaimikaua
et al, regarding a Quiet Title action for land at TMK 2-5-7-04-24 that is part of the ahupuaa of Kamanoni in the eastend of Molokai near Kainalu. The entire ahupuaa
of Kamanoni is claimed by Kauka and his Naki Ohana based on a stack of official documents dating from the Will of Alii Charles Lunalilo to the Hui of Daniela
Napela and Hale Papi, a Royal Patent, then down a chain of heirs to Paul Kauka Naki eKahi who died in 1959, recognized by Court proceedings. Kauka claims
clear title to the lands over the “adverse possession” type claims and requests for “quiet title” of Grieps et al presented by their attorney Tom Leuteneker who also
stated in court that there are no disputes of law and facts and demanded Summary Judgment against Kauka et al. [Kauka’s documents notwithstanding?]
Paul Kauka Naki-Cullen sui juris filed his evidence of Title with the Clerk of Court as proof of valid questions of law and fact that precludes any summary
jugdment to Grieps; also, Kauka entered an Order of Summary Judgment Rule 55 in favor of Naki Ohana as required by law. TRIAL date: 8/9/2010 Maui
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Available July 1

$1250 Month - Fully furnished
$1000 Security/Cleaning deposit
1 bedroom + home office, min 6 - mo lease
No smoking or pets.
Includes water, trash,
recycling, gardener, pest control
Pay own electric, phone, propane,
cable/Internet
553-5992

Vintage rattan
Flat screen TV
Electric stove
Refrigerator
Washer
Propane dryer
Utility sink
Microwave
Copper cookware
Bamboo steamer
Rice cooker
Coffee grinder
Coffee pot
Toaster
Blender
Dishes, glasses
Flatware, chopsticks
Cooking utensils
Cutting board & knives
Ice & compost buckets
Storage containers
Copper strainer
Sheets, blankets
Bath & beach towels
Cleaning supplies
Alarm clock
Carport & storage
Outdoor shower
Herbs & asparagus

Obama Records Coverup by Military?
Obama’s SS# is FRAUD: dead man’s !
By Joe Kovacs
Is the U.S. Selective Service System now blocking access to President Barack
Obama’s online registration records?
Members of the public searching the federal database for the commander in
chief’s registration are suddenly finding new difficulty, possibly due to the startling
revelation of Obama’s alleged use of a Connecticut-based Social Security Number.
The Selective Service System, or SSS, collects names of Americans for use by
the Department of Defense in the event of a national emergency. But the agency’s
online search engine now appears to be precluding the public from seeing Obama’s
record after allowing unfettered public access.
The database allows people to search for registrants as long as a correct name,
Social Security Number and date of birth are entered.
On May 5, WND entered the criteria for President Obama, using his date of
birth as Aug. 4, 1961, and his Social Security Number, which begins with the
Connecticut-issued prefix of 042. The Selective Service database instantly issued
a “matched record” without a problem that day, indicating Obama’s Selective
Service Number is 61-1125539-1. It lists date of registration as Sept. 4, 1980.
However, when WND re-entered the same information on May 20, the database did not provide the matched record, but instead posted a message, stating,
“Error. Sorry, your request cannot be processed at this time because you have
exceeded the daily limit for the verification of these credentials.”
WND asked Selective Service what was causing the sudden problem in
retrieving records. SSS spokesman Amon said it’s likely because many people
across the nation are now searching for Obama’s records. He initially said the
agency created a limit of three verification requests per day for any given record.
He said when more than three requests are submitted – no matter where they’re
entered from – people after that would see the error message noting the daily limit
has been exceeded.
However, when WND repeatedly entered valid information for another
American registrant, it received a matched record without any error message
despite dozens of requests in the same day.
Amon said he checked with the information-technology department about the
limit, and admitted, “They got a little edgy.” “They just didn’t want to answer it,”
Amon said, explaining the IT administrators did not wish to “divulge specifics of
the system.” [Can you say OBSTRUCTION !!! ]
WND tried a variety of combinations for Obama, sometimes using his correct
information, and sometimes using incorrect data, such as changing his date of birth
or submitting random Social Security Numbers such as 111-11-1111.
When at least two of the three criteria were entered correctly, WND received
the error message indicating the daily limit had been exceeded.
However, when less than two were correct for Obama, such as his name only,
WND received a message stating, “Sorry. Based on the information you submitted
… a registration record cannot be found for this individual.”

OBAMA’s SS# is a FRAUD ? A dead man’s SS# ?

Tree Trimming-recyclechips eastend
call 558 8253 for appointment/ estimate
We also do rock busting, appliance repair,
house painting and repairs, hauling.

WND’s disclosure that two private investigators working independently are
wondering why Obama is using a Social Security Number set aside for applicants
in Connecticut while there is no record Obama had a mailing address in the state.
The stunning revelation apparently prompted Internet giant Google to clamp
down specifically on WND’s report and warn that some sites carrying information
on the situation “may harm your computer.”
The Social Security website confirms the first three numbers in his ID are
reserved for applicants with Connecticut addresses, 040-049.
The question is being raised amid speculation about the president’s history
fueled by an extraordinary lack of public documentation. Along with his original
birth certificate, Obama also has not released educational records, scholarly articles, passport documents, medical records, papers from his service in the Illinois
state Senate, Illinois State Bar Association records, any baptism records and adoption papers. [Who the Hell is Barack Hussein Obama ? TRAITOR, FRAUD]
continued page 4
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Molokai's Forum For Freedom
Individual’s Sovereignty vs Slavery
by George Peabody ph. 558-8253 email:

"We have staked the whole of all our political institutions upon the capacity of mankind for self-government, upon the capacity of each and all of us to govern
ourselves, to control ourselves, to sustain ourselves
according to the Ten Commandments of God."—

Bill of Rights 2nd Amendment:
“A well regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and
bear arms shall not be infringed.”
Wake up militia! Use it , or lose it ! Got your gun, yet?
"...with a firm reliance on the protection of Divine Providence, we mutually
pledge to each other our lives, or fortunes and our sacred honor."
(Unanimous Declaration.of Independence)
If you will not fight for the right when you can easily win without bloodshed,
and, if you will not fight when your victory will be sure and not too costly, you
may come to the moment when you will have to fight with all the odds against
you and only a precarious chance of survival. There may even be a worse case.
You may have to fight when there is no hope of victory, because it is better to perish than live as slaves.
“The people cannot delegate to government the power to do anything which
would be unlawful for them to do themselves.”- John Locke
"Those who make peaceful change impossible,
make violent change inevitable." -- Robert F. Kennedy

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Enforce the Bill of Rights !
————————————
"And how we burned in the camps later, thinking: What would things have
been like if every Security operative [insert your favorite alphabet Gang DEA,
BATFE, H.S., TSA, FBI, IRS, NSA, CIA, LEOs etc. here], when he went out at
night to make an arrest, had been uncertain whether he would return alive and
had to say goodbye to his family? Or if, during periods of mass arrests, as for
example in Leningrad, when they arrested a quarter of the entire city, people hadnot simply sat there in their lairs, paling in terror at every bang of the downstairs
door and at every step on the staircase, but had understood they had nothing left
to lose [neither do you now] and had boldly set up in the downstairs hall an
ambush of half a dozen people with axes, hammers, pokers, or whatever else was
at hand. The Organs would very quickly have suffered a shortage of officers and
transports and, notwithstanding all of Stalin's thirst; the cursed machine would
have ground to a halt!" -- The Gulag Archipelago, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn

Cops Are NOT Friends of Freedom

Armed Citizens must STOP criminal behavior by Police!
It is pure mythology that the police are there to enforce the
Law of the Land, i.e., the Constitution for the United States of
America. We’ve seen numerous examples of police lawlessness,
from falsely arresting demonstrators, to murdering people and
lying about it, to recently killing a seven-year-old girl in her
home (and most likely lying about it), even murdering pets.
Historically, police have supported the power structure with
or without the law on their side. Whether beating up union organizers for the robber barons or capturing escaped slaves and
returning them to their owners for the bounty, police have acted
both with and in spite of the law. Today, police, no longer returning runaway slaves, are still enforcing power against YOU as if
you are a slave.
There is no excuse for tasing anyone to bring about compliance. Here is another case where a boy with autism was tased.
Remember, it is not unusual for police to lie, particularly
when they have done something wrong, whether it is killing a
seven-year-old girl or tasing an autistic boy sitting on a curb,
unarmed and posed no threat. They didn’t even claim he did.
Result: A broken tooth, scrapes and bruises and two puncture
marks from Tasers are the reminders Clifford Grevemberg has of
being attacked by police without justication.
Tybee Police officers asked for his ID twice. The second
time he says it turned violent. "They basically threw me down
to the ground," Clifford said. "Before I hit the ground, they Tased
me. That's when I lost my tooth."
Clifford's brother Dario arrived and said his face was completely bloodied. "He was in handcuffs, he had a Taser sticking
out of his back and he was screaming for help. He was asking me
to help him. All he could do was cry and scream, he was in
agony." Dario said he told the officers repeatedly that Clifford
was autistic and has a heart condition. "They completely disregarded anything I said," said Dario.
Police chief said the cops were just doing what they are
trained to do. Ok, then better stop training them to be criminals
because Citizens are going to put a stop to such behavior by these
fascist paramilitary police officers.
The Taser can kill, and police should be disciplined for using
them inappropriately, and their superiors held responsible too.
"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Guns Preserve YOUR Sovereignty !
Enforce the Bill of Rights!

Gun Rights Refresher
1. An armed man is a citizen. An unarmed man is a subject.
2. A gun in the hand is better than a cop on the phone.
3. If guns cause crime, then pencils cause misspelled words.
4. "Free" men do not ask permission to bear arms.
5. If you don't know your rights you don't have any.
6. Those who trade liberty for security have neither.
7. What part of "shall not be infringed" do you not understand?
8. The Second Amendment is to enforce the other 9 Amendments.
9. 64,999,987 firearms owners killed no one yesterday.
10. Guns only have two enemies; rust and politicians.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Know guns, know peace, know safety.
No guns, no peace, no safety.
You don't shoot to kill; you shoot to stay alive.
911 - government sponsored Dial-a-Prayer.
Assault is a behavior, not a gun device.
Criminals love gun control -- it makes their jobs safer.
If guns cause crime, then matches cause arson.
Only a government that is afraid of citizens prohibits guns.
You only have the rights you are willing to fight for.
Remove the people's right to bear arms, you create slaves.
The American Revolution was about gun control.

Crimes of Politicians Must Be Stopped by The People (You are The Militia)

The crime on our streets is a tiny fraction of the crime in the offices of our politicians and bureaucrats - the massive majority of crime is committeed by the criminal classes in
power. Just look at the constant abuse of power in our State government offices and you will realize the extent of crime in Government. Just consider just how many BILLIONS of
dollars a day Government extorts from the people and how little WE get in return; and just how comfortable the politicians make themselves at the expense of the peoples they extort!
The goal of the founders of America was to restrict government within severe limits and to protect the rights of soverign individuals. Government has NO rights!
Judges are impeachable. Furthermore, judges may be removed immediately for violating oaths of office, involvement in conspiracies, extortion, and failing to uphold their duty
to the common law. Judges can also be arrested, they are not exempt from this nor are any other officials, including the President of the United States.
Do the people have the power to do this? Yes, the people have the power to do everything to defend our country against all enemies foreign or domestic politician, and government has no power to say otherwise. Fascist bureaucrats might send out its armed marauders, but a huge group of The People (Militia) armed with guns as guaranteed their Right to
keep and bear arms by the 2nd Amendment is likely to stop them unless the governments decide that it is time to begin mass killings of all people who believe in the rights of Man.

Wake up ! Enforce the Bill of Rights !
“A well regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.” Exercise the 2nd Amendment.

S
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Private
Lessons;
Livefire
Practice

Call

558-8253

Bill of Rights
2 nd Am en d ment:
“A well regulated Militia,
being necessary to the
security of a free State,
the right of the people
to keep and bear arms,
shall not be infringed.”
Use it or lose it !
ph. 558-8253
Join the club! N.R.A.
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Jury Verdict: Obama Guilty of Greatest
Voter Fraud in US History
The Harlem Trial, May 14-19, prosecuted by Dr. James David Manning
PROVED “beyond any reasonable doubt” that Barack Hussein Obama is guilty of
all charges, never attended Columbia
University, and the Trial jury deliberated
Ainokea
for over 3 hrs. until they came up with
the verdict for defendants Barack
Hussein Obama & Columbia: FOUND
GUILTY ON ALL charges. The charges
include “mail fraud,” “wire fraud,”
“obstruction of justice,” & “sedition.”
Barack HUSSEIN Obama has been
found guilty of the greatest FRAUD in
U.S. election history.
The reputation & credibility of
many Journalists, & politicians, have
been irrevocably destroyed a well. The
MYTHS planted by Barack HUSSEIN
Obama have been destroyed. Barack Hussein Obama NOW has a great deal of
explaining to do about who he is, where he came from, & why he is using a dead
man’s SSN. The trial, the evidence, & the guilty verdict, PROVE that Barack
HUSSEIN Obama is NOT who he claims to be, & is NEAR the END.
Obviously, the Bush family, & the Clinton family, The DNC and RNC were in
on the FRAUD, along with all major Zionist controlled media. The U.S. Supreme
Court was in on the FRAUD. The U.S. House & Senate were in on the FRAUD.
The big question is: What will the U.S. Military do about this FRAUD? Will the
U.S. Military blindly follow orders from such a FRAUD-IN-CHIEF?

Obama’s SS# is FRAUD: dead man’s !
By Joe Kovacs
Members of the public searching the federal database for Obama’s selective
service registration are suddenly finding new difficulty, possibly due to the startling revelation of Obama’s alleged use of a Connecticut-based Social Security
Number, state where Obama never had a residence address.
WND’s disclosure that two private investigators working independently are
wondering why Obama is using a Social Security Number set aside for applicants
in Connecticut while there is no record Obama had a mailing address there.
The stunning revelation apparently prompted Internet giant Google to clamp
down specifically on WND’s report and warn that some sites carrying information
on the situation “may harm your computer.”
The Social Security website confirms the first three numbers in his ID are
reserved for applicants with Connecticut addresses, 040-049.
The question is being raised amid speculation about the president’s history
fueled by an extraordinary lack of public documentation. Along with his original
birth certificate, Obama also has not released educational records, scholarly articles, passport documents, medical records, papers from his service in the Illinois
state Senate, Illinois State Bar Association records, any baptism records and adoption papers. [Who the Hell is Barack Hussein Obama ? TRAITOR, FRAUD]
Robert Siciliano, president and CEO of IDTheftSecurity.com and a nationally
recognized expert on identity theft, agrees the Social Security number should be
questioned. “I know Social Security numbers have been issued to people in states
where they don’t live, but there’s usually a good reason the person applied for a
Social Security number in a different state,” Siciliano told WND.
WND asked Siciliano whether he thought the question was one the White
House should answer. “Yes,” he replied. “In the case of President Obama, I really don’t know what the good reason would be that he has a Social Security number issued in Connecticut when we know he was a resident of Hawaii.”

9 Indicted on Charges of Accessing
Obama’s Student Loan Records

Hot Water
Heater
Instantaneous
Tankless
DEPENDABLE
SIMPLICITY
starting at only $525

ENERGY EFFICIENT

$300 Tax Credit 2008-2009
Simple to light pilot, and VERY energy efficient
Simple to install new, or to replace your old gas water heater!
NEW AND USED!
SAVE BIG on your electric bill!

Call George Peabody: 558-8253

May 13th, 2010 Associated Press
Nine people have been vindictively indicted in federal court on charges they
accessed President Obama’s student loan records while they were employed for a
Department of Education contractor in Iowa between 2007 and March 2009.
The U.S. attorney’s office got the indictments Wednesday in U.S. District
Court in Davenport. The unauthorized access charge is punishable by up to one
year in prison and a fine of up to $100,000.

New Hawaii law shuns requests for
Obama’s birth document

HONOLULU – It’s now law in Hawaii that the state government can ignore
repetitive requests for President Barack Obama’s birth certificate. Its the beginning of the End of FOIA ! FACISTS have taken over USA.
Republican Gov. Linda Lingle signed into law Wednesday a bill allowing state
government agencies not to respond to follow-up requests for information if they
determine that the subsequent request is duplicative or substantially similar to a
previous request.
The law is aimed at so-called “birthers,” who claim Obama is ineligible to be
president. They contend the Democratic president was born outside the United
States, and therefore doesn’t meet a constitutional requirement for being president.
State Health Director Dr. Chiyome Fukino supported the law because the state
still gets between 10 and 20 e-mails per week seeking verification of Obama’s
birth, most of them from outside Hawaii.
[Smell the Rat? I get 5 times that amount of email in my personal spam folder, but the State supports such a law to suppress email.. its OBSTRUCTION ]
Advocates for openness in government oppose the law because they fear it
could be used to ignore legitimate requests for information on other subjects.
The bill is SB2937.

